Compensation voltage (CV) peak shapes using a domed FAIMS with the inner electrode translated to various longitudinal positions.
High-field asymmetric waveform ion mobility spectrometry (FAIMS) separates ions at atmospheric pressure based on the difference in the mobility of an ion in a strong electric field and in a weak electric field. This field-dependent mobility of an ion is reflected in the compensation voltage (CV) at which the ion is transmitted through FAIMS at an applied asymmetric waveform dispersion voltage (DV). In this report, we show that experimental CV peak shapes using dome tipped inner electrode FAIMS prototypes with inner/outer electrode radii of: (1) 0.2/0.4 cm and (2) 0.4/0.6 cm are a function of the longitudinal position of the inner electrode. Varying the longitudinal position of the inner electrode modifies the electric fields between the surfaces of the hemispherical shaped inner electrode and the outer electrode in the vicinity of the ion outlet. In this region the position-dependent electric field strength (E/N) effectively forms a second tandem FAIMS analyzer region having differing ion separation properties. The final tandem FAIMS separation is the intersection of the CV windows of these two differing FAIMS separations and, therefore, the peak width in the CV scan is dependent on the longitudinal tip displacement (LTD) of the inner electrode. CV scans are shown for a LTD range of 0.14 to 0.4 cm. These scans illustrate that it is possible to control the FAIMS resolution (CV/peak width) from about 1 for the 0.2/0.4 cm electrode set at intermediate longitudinal position to over 10 at the narrowest distance between the inner electrode and the ion outlet.